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MARKETING YOUR BUSINESS 

Turn Your Staff Into Salespeople - Squeeze Extra Sales 

Out of Your Customers With Minimal Extra Expense 
 

Steve Bogash, Regional Horticulture Educator, Penn State Cooperative Extension 
Smb13@psu.edu 

 
Wouldn’t life and business be more wonderful if: 

-Your customers always bought everything that you stocked because your staff from the 
bottom to the top made sure that your customers knew what you sold. 

-Your staff made sure every customer knew about your newest / best stuff & services. 
They also enthusiastically soft sold these products. 

-Shopping at your store was renowned as a special experience. 

-Having your staff at a clients home / business secured more business. 

-You could confidently try to market new items & services knowing that your customers 
would at least know about them. 
 

Some years ago, with my brother, I ran a garden center / greenhouse / landscape / nursery 
business in Central Maryland. In addition, just about everyone in my family has owned, managed 
or been a principal in some kind of retail business. These experiences have forged me into the 
role of observer of personnel as well as staff / customer interactions at stores. I cannot help 
myself; it seems to be part of me. Although somewhat cynical, I am still constantly amazed at 
how poorly most retail & service employees understand the relationship between their work and a 
businesses success. 
 
Far too often businesses work to individualize each person’s role in their business and fail to use 
their staff to their fullest potential. Everyone has heard the statement: “that is not my department 
or in my job description.” I hear it and see staff practicing this attitude all the time. There is no 
reason that a delivery driver, landscape laborer or cashier cannot actively promote your 
businesses products and services. The trick to moving your entire staff towards actively selling 
what you offer is in training and reward. You also need to make selling part of the overall 
expectation that you, the business owner or manager have from the time someone comes on 
board. It’s really not hard as we all do some version of sales day in and day out. I’m trying to sell 
you, the reader, that this is a worthy idea as I write this article. 
 



So, now that I’ve made this proposition, how can you begin to turn an $8, 10, 12, or 15.00/ hour 
clerk / laborer / delivery driver into a sales machine?   

1) You as the owner / manager set the tone as well as create the opportunities for staff to sell 
and profit personally from those sales. 

2) Give them the tools and techniques to make more money. Regular sales training in small 
increments building from their life experiences. Again, we all sell ourselves daily. Sales 
training can be from outside speakers, books, tapes and CD’s, attending seminars (Dale 
Carnegie and like trainings are still required by many sales organizations), or from role 
playing with your best salespeople. 

3) Give them reasons to make additional sales. Commissions and bonus’s can be very 
motivational as long as they get paid regularly. Make a big deal out of these payouts by 
posting top sales people to company information areas.  

4) Be aware of the potential for jealousy. Often employees work as teams. Reward the entire 
team. If a landscape crew regularly brings in sales for additional services or easy to sell 
products like planters, divide the commission among the crew members. For retail staff, 
create one or more items of the week and share the bonus or commission among the 
crew. Yes, there are dangers with the shared commission system as there are with 
individual rewards. There are always over and under achievers that challenge any 
incentive system. Be flexible, hire as well as you can, fire when necessary and refine your 
rewards system constantly. 

 
Before you can begin to change your staff, make sure that you (as owner / manager) have your 
own house in order. You set the tone for your business. Demonstrating a positive, upbeat attitude 
at the top makes an incredible difference to your staff’s mood and motivation. 
 
Profiling the average customer in the Farm Market / nursery / garden center / landscape business 
is simple. They are typically over 45 years old, have above average incomes, and come to you 
with high expectations of quality in both their dealings with your company as well as in whatever 
final product they purchase. This group, while diverse in background, responds well to these 
simple rules in staff behavior: 

-When staff are approached by a client, that client needs to be quickly acknowledged. If they are 
engaged with another client, they need to know how to politely let the new customer know 
they’ve been noticed and will be taken care of without seeming to “blow off” the one they are 
with. This may seem basic to experienced hands, but is a learned skill for “newbie’s.” 

-Personal conversations and cell phone conversations must end quickly short of a true emergency. 
In the case of actual emergencies, staff must know how to get relief, so they can remove 
themselves from the sales area. New, young employees need guidance in this area, personal 
problems and friends problems are probably emergencies in their book. 

-Foul language must stay outside of the workplace at all times. It is far too easy to carry foul 
language into client areas if allowed at work at all. As a long time landscaper, I know how easy it 
is to reduce all communication on job sites to a few poorly chosen words. I’ve got great stories 
that can’t be placed in print from working with my former landscape crews. Apologizing to 
clients for your employees’ foul language is something I never need to do again. It really kills the 
atmosphere when hoping to get some add-ons. The only way around this problem is a complete 
ban.  

-Customers should never wonder who works for a company. I am a true believer in uniforms for 
green industry operations. This is the single easiest way for customers to quickly locate staff. 



Polo shirts, sweatshirts, jackets, hats, etc. are all minimal purchases to solve this problem. Staff 
must be provided with enough of these to get through a week. There are always problems with 
spouses and loved ones grabbing some items. Look at this as cheap advertising and get over it. 

-There is simply no excuse for bad hygiene. This is an incredibly important turnoff for good 
customers. Happy staff are seldom a problem in this area and unhappy staff bring everyone else 
down and should be let go. 

-As in the statement above, happy staff are seldom a problem. Here I am talking about attitude. 
People with bad attitudes will cost you time, bring others down to their level if allowed to, and 
will not ever make your company money. Let them go elsewhere. Our industry is all over the 
board when it comes to hiring success. One practice that seems to work well is to only hire 
upbeat, pleasant people. They attract others like themselves and make hiring good people much 
easier. 

-I haven’t mentioned selling and yet this is the stated title of the article. All of the previously 
made statements have been a setup to improve on the atmosphere for soft selling. Leave the hard 
sell techniques to experienced salespeople. Most of them will tell you that soft selling or allowing 
customers to convince themselves with a little steering is more effective anyhow. 

-One more thing before we leave the basics and it’s important, hire only happy people. They are 
more fun to work with, they can be trained, they attract more people like themselves making 
hiring easier and most importantly, they sell better. Since shopping is a social behavior and a 
recreational sport for many, it needs to fun. Over the years, I’ve accumulated a growing gallery of 
smile images from employees at more successful green enterprises. You can feel the attitude that 
they represent from the time you enter to the time you leave these businesses. The single greatest 
motivator in sales is to make the client feel intelligent in their choice in dealing with you. Happy 
staff reinforce this belief. 
 
So your staff is clean, engaging, and enthusiastic, you have services and items that fit into a 
specific reward system, let’s return to the specifics in creating salespeople. First, a negative, every 
business that has been around for a while tends to accumulate employees that are loyal, but 
underachievers. They stay because they are not creative enough to leave, yet you know they are 
not assets. As the saying goes: “You can’t teach an old dog new tricks.” Don’t try to teach old 
dogs. “Know-it alls” fit this same mold. This is business and developing a sustainable business 
model often requires pain. 
 
First and foremost, hire people that have some attributes other than a beating heart and warm 
breath. If they can sell you, the interviewer, that they are assets that may be enough to warrant 
training them into salespeople. Family often present special problems, you may not be able to 
avoid hiring them. I have nothing to offer in the way of advice in this area except to pay them 
poorly so they leave on their own if they don’t fit your business model. 
 
Selling begins with incremental training. Here I am assuming that you are working with untrained 
people, start with simple, achievable goals and build on their successes. Train them how to greet 
customers. Even landscaper laborers and delivery people should be able to engage clients on-site 
in small talk or at least say good morning. The move from simple engagement to the casual 
mention of product or service comes next. Provide these budding salespeople with talking points 
and sales literature as appropriate. Teach them where and how to move on in this process if any 
degree of interest is shown. One of the toughest things for a new salesperson to do is to close a 
sale. Start by teaching soft closings on small items, larger purchases and services should be 
closed by those more experienced.  
 



Work on scripts at regular sales meetings. Keep the scripts simple and provide back doors so 
these “newbie’s” can learn to accept no with grace and style. Sales practice should include how to 
avoid getting into a line of selling where yes or no are adequate responses and conversation 
enders from customers. Never ask a customer if they are interested in patio planters. Instead ask 
them if they’ve seen your newest planters. In the first case, a no is a conversation killer. In the 
second case, it is easy to move the conversation along with either a yes or a no. If it is no, then 
show them. If it is yes, then talk up how wonderful they are and how they add beauty to any 
entranceway or patio. Selling is a give and take running conversation.  
 
Training your entire staff to rise to their level of sales will work to make your business more 
sustainable, retain good employees as their satisfaction rises, and have the side effect of making 
better people of your staff. Your clientele want to be sold to or shopping would not be the #1 
recreational activity (I’m told that gardening is a close competitor for the top spot). Having a 
well-trained staff that sells as part of their job makes your clients experience in dealing with your 
company even better. 
 
 
 
 


